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Writing the bin Laden Story
by A.J. Caschetta

Great, definitive biographies are rarely written by their subjects’ contemporaries. Gen-
erations often pass before sufficient evidence can be amassed, analyzed, and written
into a narrative by a skilled and dispassionate biographer. The biographies of Osama
bin Laden currently in print are all flawed but necessary steps in the path leading to the
definitive bin Laden biography. The magnitude and trauma of al-Qaeda’s September
11 attacks are so profound and far-reaching that it will likely take a biographer for
whom the event is itself history to write the definitive bin Laden biography.

Still, the two-year anniversary of the death of Osama bin Laden presents an op-
portune moment to review the biographies of America’s late enemy number one—
with a focus on the more recent works written while he was still hiding in Pakistan—
while anticipating a flurry of postmortem biographies sure to come.

A.J. Caschetta is senior lecturer in English at
the Rochester Institute of Technology.
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Review Essay

PRIOR TO
BIN LADEN’S DEATH

Pre-9/11 bin Laden biographies are a rare
few, predating the entry of “bin Laden” and
“al-Qaeda” into the nation’s, indeed the
world’s, lexicon. Anyone looking to learn about
bin Laden on the afternoon of September 10
could find newspaper investigations, inter-
views, and television shows aplenty, but the
only available book-length texts telling bin
Laden’s story were Yossef Bodansky’s Bin

Laden: The Man Who Declared War on
America1 and Simon Reeve’s The New Jack-
als: Ramzi Yousef, Osama bin Laden, and the
Future of Terrorism.2 Bodansky refers to bin
Laden’s “organization,” “group,” and “net-
work” but does not yet use the name “al-
Qaeda.” Reeve’s book, which does have a chap-
ter titled “al-Qaeda,” shows how the FBI and
CIA gradually became aware of bin Laden, at
first deeming him merely a terror financier (a
“Gucci Terrorist” as Reeve puts it) but gradu-
ally piecing together the story and revealing
an unprecedented threat.

After 9/11, interest naturally grew, and more

1  Roseville, Calif.: Prima Lifestyles, 1999.
2  Holliston, Mass.: Northeastern, 1999.
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book-length biographies
were written. But they are
still only a handful, hardly
more numerous than the
pre-9/11 texts written over
the near decade comprising bin Laden’s “un-
derground” era. They were dominated early on
by the journalistic accounts of Peter Bergen,
one of the few Westerners to have interviewed
the arch-terrorist, first in his Holy War, Inc.3
and then The Osama bin Laden I Know.4 Any
post-9/11 biography of bin Laden had, and still
has, to contend with Bergen’s work, a combi-
nation of biography and “new journalism,” a
blending of traditional reportage with an ac-
count of the reporter’s quest for the informa-
tion. In 2004, former Washington Post corre-
spondent Jonathan Randal weighed in with
Osama: The Making of a Terrorist,5 and as one
might suspect from a leftist journalist writing in
the run-up to the reelection campaign of Presi-
dent George W. Bush, he seems more con-
cerned with impugning the incumbent presi-
dent than with writing bin Laden’s story. Un-
like Bergen, Randal has difficulty curbing his
new journalism proclivities: The author reveals
almost as much about himself as about bin
Laden, and his book might more aptly be titled
“Covering Osama,” for he interjects himself into
every situation, touching on nearly the entire
history of the modern Middle East.

Two other important texts, while not ex-
actly bin Laden biographies per se, tell his story
in larger contexts. The first by intelligence spe-
cialist-turned-author Rohan Gunaratna is Inside
al-Qaeda. Global Network of Terror6 whose
50-page first chapter “Who Is Osama bin
Laden?” is still an important source for bin
Laden biographers. The other, by journalist/film-
maker/novelist Lawrence Wright is The Loom-
ing Tower: Al-Qaeda and the Road to 9/11.7

Wright’s grand (and gran-
diose) Pulitzer Prize-win-
ning work is a narrative
masterpiece, weaving to-
gether the lives of Osama

bin Laden, Ayman al-Zawahiri, FBI specialist
John O’Neill, and Saudi intelligence chief Prince
Turki with the authority of a journalist and the
skills of a novelist. But the bulk of that author-
ity comes from Wright’s hundreds of interviews
(there are 560 names in the “Author Interviews”
appendix), and the downside is that the book
thereby depends on often untraceable infor-
mation. Readers are left with no way to follow
up on the details and are expected to accept
them as factual. A third work, Steve Coll’s The
bin Ladens. An Arabian Family in the Ameri-
can Century8 expanded the focus to the entire
bin Laden clan.

GROWING UP BIN LADEN

Perhaps the two most important books
postdating 9/11 but predating bin Laden’s death
are full-length biographies, and they are must-
reads: Najwa and Omar bin Laden’s Growing
Up bin Laden: Osama’s Wife and Son Take Us
Inside Their Secret World9 and Michael
Scheuer’s Osama Bin Laden10 published just
weeks before bin Laden’s death.

In Growing Up bin Laden, the first wife and
third son of Osama bin Laden attempt to human-
ize and yet distance themselves from husband
and father. Eighteen chapters by son Omar and
twelve by wife Najwa are book-ended by intro-
ductions, appendices, and occasional explana-
tory notes—short chapters really—by Jean
Sasson in the role of interviewer/amanuensis/
historian. Both Najwa and Omar are invested in
the bin Laden legacy and stand to gain or lose
depending on how their roles in that legacy are

3  London: Phoenix Paperbacks, 2002.
4  New York: Free Press, 2006.
5  New York: Knopf, 2004.
6  New York: Columbia University Press, 2002.

Bin Laden’s first wife and
third son attempt to humanize
and yet distance themselves
from husband and father.

7  New York: Knopf, 2006.
8  New York: Penguin Press, 2008.
9  New York: St. Martin’s Press, 2009.
10  New York: Oxford University Press, USA, 2011.
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perceived. Both offer interesting
and new information.

Najwa’s chapters take read-
ers on her personal journey from
her native Syria where she met
her first cousin and future hus-
band Osama to her married life
in Saudi Arabia, then Peshawar
during the Soviet war in Afghani-
stan, later Khartoum, and ulti-
mately to Afghanistan. The
chapters reveal small details in
the domestic life of the bin Laden
household where she was wife
number one and, most impor-
tantly, mother of son number
one, Abdullah.

These details include bin
Laden’s love of fast cars (“my
husband had enough money
from his inheritance to buy the
latest model automobile and
loved seeing how fast it could go”) as well as
wives, one of which Najwa herself chooses. She
offers new information on the question of
whether bin Laden ever came to the United
States, claiming that the entire family accompa-
nied her husband and Abdullah Azzam, bin
Laden’s mentor, to Indiana and remained there
while the two men went briefly to Los Angeles.
Najwa provides fond reminiscences of life in
the Sudan where her husband’s “favorite un-
dertaking was working the land.” These were
the same years that al-Qaeda consolidated
power with Egyptian extremist groups, con-
fronted the United States in Somalia, financed
the first World Trade Center bombing, and
mapped out its global jihad. It is difficult not to
read irony—and self-delusion—into her recol-
lection: “Those are the best memories, to be
busy and part of a worthy mission to produce
something practical.”

More interesting historically are Omar’s
chapters, recalling bin Laden’s life through the
eyes of the son selected to take over the family
terror business. Omar portrays himself as a paci-
fist who loves his father but hates his “work.”
Najwa calls Omar her “most sensitive child,”

and Omar plays this role to the hilt, letting read-
ers experience the asceticism and cruelty of
his father’s tough love through his sensitive
eyes: long hikes through the mountains with-
out water, Spartan accommodations in Tora
Bora, the insistence that none of the children
laugh, joke, or smile so much that they show
their teeth, and other “absurd rules.” Omar’s
chapters more often than not come off as
equivocating and mewling but occasionally
manage to evoke some sympathy as in his de-
scription of his predicament as an asthmatic
whose father refused to allow any prescrip-
tion medications in his house because they
were not available in the time of the prophet
Muhammad. But in spite of his sufferings and
self-portrayal as a misunderstood son strug-
gling to earn the respect of his father, he still
offers up lines sure to aggravate many read-
ers, such as, “My father was a brilliant man in
many ways.” It is difficult to gauge the degree
to which Omar is being disingenuous when he
claims: “Our Muslim deaths were lamented, Af-
rican deaths ignored, and American deaths cel-
ebrated. I was too young to understand the
full madness of such thinking.”
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Omar bin Laden, third son of the arch-terrorist, seen here
with his wife, provides an insider’s account of childhood
with the al-Qaeda leader in Growing Up bin Laden, including
tales of his father’s severe and often abusive behavior.
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Omar’s chapters also are filled with fasci-
nating tidbits and important details that fill gaps
left by previous biographers. For instance,
most journalists assert that bin Laden was left-
handed, a belief seemingly confirmed by the
ubiquitous post-9/11 film clip of the smiling ter-
rorist, firing and then lovingly cradling a
Kalashnikov southpaw-style. But Omar reveals
instead a childhood accident that left bin Laden
“virtually blind in his right eye,” thus his adap-
tation to the injury by shooting left-handed.
Omar also refutes the claims that bin Laden
suffered from chronic kidney failure explaining
that “the only explanation for this rumor is that
my father … had a tendency to suffer from kid-
ney stones.”

Omar’s chapters are designed to depict the
barbarity of life with his father and his loyal
supporters. The most shocking example of this
is Omar’s version of an episode from Khartoum
when his friend, the son of a high-ranking mem-
ber of the jihadist al-Jama‘a al-Islamiyya group,
was raped by several men from Ayman al-
Zawahiri’s sometime-rival group Egyptian Is-
lamic Jihad. The rapists photographed their vio-
lation of the young boy and once the actual
photos were spread around, it was the boy vic-
tim rather than the adult rapists who received

the blame. Omar reports
that Zawahiri became so
incensed that the boy
“was dragged into a room
with Zawahiri, who shot
him in the head.”

Ultimately, Growing
Up bin Laden will, and
must, be seen as a piece of
propaganda—useful and
insightful propaganda, but
propaganda nevertheless.
Bin Laden’s malevolence
is frequently attributed,
both directly and indirectly,
to the Egyptians, por-
trayed throughout as the
dominating forces in the
terror-master’s thinking.
Najwa hints at this influ-

ence but acknowledges that she was never privy
to her husband’s secret meetings: “Like all
women in Saudi Arabia, I would never attend
such gatherings.” Omar is more direct, portray-
ing Zawahiri in particular as the villain of his
father’s life story claiming that “the Egyptian
doctor had an evil influence over my father.”
Sasson’s brief chapters also emphasize the
malevolent influence of the Egyptians on bin
Laden’s circle: “While [Palestinian] Abdullah
Azzam was not in favor of violence against fel-
low Muslims, Zawahiri had no such scruples.”
In sum, Growing Up bin Laden is destined to
be read as an interesting but inevitably sus-
pect and unreliable account of the life of Osama
bin Laden.

SCHEUER’S
OSAMA BIN LADEN

Michael Scheuer, who pursued bin Laden
for years from within the CIA’s dedicated bin
Laden unit, which he himself set up, is uniquely
qualified to write a biography of his quarry.
Along with John O’Neill who pursued bin
Laden from the FBI’s dedicated bin Laden unit,
Scheuer fought not only bin Laden and al-

Evil genius or partner in crime? Recent bin Laden biographies
continue to probe how much influence Ayman al-Zawahiri (left),
al-Qaeda’s number two, had on the malevolent actions of bin
Laden.
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explains how each one is
fallacious and dangerous.
Three he dismisses out of
hand: those that depict
bin Laden and al-Qaeda as

“tools of Iran … tools of the CIA … [or] tools
of Pakistan’s Inter-Services Intelligence Direc-
torate.” The remaining five narratives are more
nuanced and less easily dismissed, but Scheuer
argues that several are in need of discounting,
such as the perception of bin Laden as a mad-
man, a common criminal, or a good and sensi-
tive Muslim whose view of Islam was corrupted
by the Egyptians who came to dominate al-
Qaeda. Scheuer argues fervently and convinc-
ingly that the “story of al-Zawahiri craftily brain-
washing bin Laden and hijacking al-Qaeda is
cut from whole cloth by the Saudis and others
as part of their ‘good-Saudi-boy-led-astray-by-
evil-Egyptians’ narrative.” He is also clear and
levelheaded in taking on myths such as the
“blow-back” theory that blames Washington
for the rise of al-Qaeda and the Taliban and
that posits the notion that, in the post-Soviet
era, U.S. administrations simply abandoned Af-
ghanistan. While Scheuer takes Lawrence
Wright to task for relying too heavily on selec-
tive sources (such as Saudi journalist Jamal
Khashoggi, who Scheuer claims is also invested
in the “good Saudi boy” narrative), he over-
looks the possibility that he also relies too
heavily on his own interviews or his own privi-
leging of sources that may advance their own
self-serving or self-exonerating narratives.

Scheuer’s is the best book yet to detail
the importance of the Advice and Reform Com-
mittee (ARC), bin Laden’s “think tank” set up
in early 1994 in the Sudan. He refers to the
ARC communiqués as “our first extended look
at bin Laden’s written thought” and demon-
strates how the ARC essays, which were faxed
to the London office and then disseminated to
the world, reflect al-Qaeda’s increasingly radi-
cal agenda. Scheuer is also perhaps the best at
explaining bin Laden’s tactics and the process
by which the terrorist learned from his mis-
takes (especially at the August 1987 battle of
Jaji against Soviet troops in Afghanistan) and
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Growing Up bin Laden
must be seen as useful and
insightful propaganda, but
propaganda nevertheless.

11  “A Review of the FBI’s Handling of Intelligence Informa-
tion Prior to the September 11 Attacks, Special Report, Re-
dacted and Unclassified,” Nov. 2004 (released publicly June
2005), Office of the Inspector General, chap. 2: Background.
12  Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty, Jan. 8, 2007.

Qaeda but also “the wall”
built between law enforce-
ment and intelligence, a
wall begun by the Carter
administration in the wake
of Watergate and then made insurmountable
by the Clinton administration, with Deputy At-
torney General Jamie Gorelick’s infamous 1995
memo conferring constitutional protections on
foreign terrorists through executive order.11

Both O’Neill and Scheuer did everything the
law would allow to capture, prosecute, or kill
bin Laden, and both ended up quitting their
posts, in part out of disgust over the rules of
engagement forced on them, and in part out of
trouble they encountered due to their unique
styles. O’Neill would tragically perish on 9/11—
a mere twenty days after beginning his new job
as head of security for the World Trade Cen-
ter—while Scheuer would go on to write books,
first anonymously (while still at the CIA) and
then later openly, after quitting in 2004: “The
amount of individual negligence and culpabil-
ity at the highest levels of the American gov-
ernment was completely whitewashed by the
9/11 commission. And I resigned because I
wanted to speak out on those issues.”12 His
post-CIA books have been largely supportive
of most aspects of U.S. efforts to destroy al-
Qaeda in Afghanistan and Pakistan but critical
of the overall “war on terror” and especially
the 2003 invasion of Iraq. This biography of
bin Laden is his latest effort.

Of all the biographies surveyed, Scheuer’s
is the most sophisticated in its assessment of
both the life of Osama bin Laden and of previ-
ous biographies. Scheuer is not only an astute
historian but also a literary critic, nimbly out-
lining the concepts behind what he calls “the
bin Laden narratives”—a series of eight preva-
lent distortions of the terrorist’s life. Scheuer
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later in Jalalabad in March 1989.
Scheuer is very good at exposing the popu-

lar but erroneous view of bin Laden as an un-
trained, neophyte scholar, uncredentialed and
unschooled in matters that would confer upon
him the title of sheikh and, therefore, unworthy
of the authority to issue fatwas (Islamic edicts).
Of course bin Laden did indeed issue fatwas.
And, deservedly or not, he was called sheikh
by his followers, who hung on his every word.

By contrast, Scheuer downplays the influ-
ence of the Muslim Brotherhood on bin Laden.
In fact, there is no serious analysis of the influ-
ence of the Brotherhood on bin Laden’s thought
or that of Sayyid Qutb or Hasan al-Banna, semi-
nal leaders of the organization. This unfortu-
nate omission leads Scheuer to overlook com-
pletely bin Laden’s caliphate irredentism, the
longing to fulfill his prophet Muhammad’s quest
and to institute Shari‘a law, at first in the lands
of the “near enemy” (i.e., Saudi Arabia) but
surely later in the lands of the “far enemy” (the
West). Scheuer might understand bin Laden’s
project in the larger context of Islamic history
and polity were he to read carefully Efraim
Karsh’s excellent Islamic Imperialism: A His-

tory,13 but, in fact, he dismisses Karsh’s
work wholesale, along with that of Victor
Davis Hanson, Douglas Feith, Bernard
Lewis, Charles Krauthammer, George
Weigel, John Bolton, William Kristol, and
Norman Podhoretz, all of whom are de-
nounced as neoconservative imperialists
afflicted with a “blind faith in the moral
superiority of Israel in general and
Likudites in particular.”

Readers of this journal may bristle at
Scheuer’s failure to grasp the natural U.S.
connection to Israel as fellow targets of
Islamist terrorism. His anti-Israel stance
is consistent throughout the book, and
he has been unabashed about it since
leaving the CIA as in his response to a
question posed in an interview conducted
prior to bin Laden’s death: “I carry no
case for the Israeli relationship—I think
it is a terrible relationship for America. The
public opinion of the Muslim world is

deeply hateful towards Israel. If you are going
to satisfy the public in this new secular age of
democracy you are going to have to be anti-
Israeli and probably allow your people to help
the Palestinians.”14

As one might suspect, the author of the
anonymously-published Imperial Hubris: Why
the West Is Losing the War on Terror15 has little
good to say about the 2003 invasion of Iraq,
but, along the way, he paradoxically argues:
“While in power, Saddam was the best ally of
Israel and the United States when it came to
Israel’s security. He dabbled with supporting
Palestinian insurgents, but he also performed
yeoman service in preventing the westward flow
of Sunni fighters from South Asia to the Le-
vant.” The numerous $25,000 checks signed
variously by Saddam and his son Uday sent to

Michael Scheuer’s latest work on bin Laden may
be the most comprehensive biography to date,
but his conclusions are not without controversy.
The former head of the CIA’s bin Laden task force
is sharply critical of the U.S. relationship with
Israel and at times seems to regurgitate al-Qaeda
propaganda as fact.

13  New Haven: Yale University Press, 2006.
14  Paul Davis, “IACSP Q & A with Michael Scheuer,” The
Journal of Counter Terrorism and Homeland Security Interna-
tional, 2 (17), p. 70.
15  Washington, D.C.: Potomac Books, Inc., 2004.
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the families of Palestinian
suicide bombers amount to
far more than mere “dab-
bling” from both a moral and
legal standpoint. Scheuer
also ignores Iraq’s role in in-
ternational terrorism: Salmon
Pak, Saddam’s premier terror-
ist training camp, is not men-
tioned. For Scheuer, the de-
cision to invade Iraq played
right into bin Laden’s master
plan.

The most surprising
(and disturbing) aspect of
Osama Bin Laden is the de-
gree to which Scheuer ad-
mires his subject, a tendency
present in his earlier work. In
his view, bin Laden is a ce-
lebrity, “one of those ‘Great
Men’… [who] has had a
greater impact on how Ameri-
cans view their society, gov-
ernment, and security than
any other individual in the past fifty years.”
Fawning admiration also permeates Jonathan
Randal’s descriptions of bin Laden (“Che
Guevara, Robin Hood, Saladin and Avenging
Angel of Death rolled into one”). Excessive and
unnecessary Osama admiration is also evident
in the work of Bruce Lawrence, whose other-
wise valuable and necessary anthology Mes-
sages to the World: The Statements of Osama
bin Laden16 is marred by a 13-page introduc-
tion filled with moral equivalencies (comparing
bin Laden to Menachem Begin and Ariel
Sharon, for example) and by footnotes and in-
troductory paragraphs that always seem to ac-
cept bin Laden’s view of history and take his
side while opposing the American version. But
even Lawrence (who recently made a splash in
Hyderabad’s Sissat Daily with the proclama-

tion that, as Robert Spencer put it, “Islam has
no connection with terrorism”) recognizes the
hyperbole of Scheuer’s 2004 description of bin
Laden in Imperial Hubris as “a pious, charis-
matic, gentle, generous, talented, and person-
ally courageous Muslim.”

Scheuer follows Randal’s lead with the grat-
ing comparison of bin Laden to Saladin and
Robin Hood, but he goes further, comparing
the arch-terrorist to a Western management
guru using his “skills to run a multiethnic, mul-
tinational, and multilingual organization that is
unique in the Muslim world … display[ing] the
cool reasoning of a cost-benefit-calculating
businessman, and the sophistication of a me-
dia mogul.” Readers will decide for themselves
whether such rhetoric is overblown or fair. What
is fair, however, is to charge Scheuer with too
readily believing bin Laden’s own narrative for
al-Qaeda’s reign of terror. Scheuer argues for
instance that al-Qaeda is only engaging in de-
fensive jihad when in fact anyone who has read
Raymond Ibrahim’s The Al-Qaeda Reader17
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Dozens of hard-drives, thumb-drives, laptops, and disks were
removed by the Navy SEALs from bin Laden’s hideout in
Abbotabad, Pakistan, but only seventeen documents have been
made available to West Point’s Counter Terrorism Center.
Among them, this shot of a grey-haired bin Laden squatting in
front of a television watching videos of himself.

16  London: Verso, annotated ed., 2005.
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spite everything known
about him. Bin Laden’s
numerous written fatwas
demanding Rahman’s re-
lease, and the 2000 video
fatwa urging Muslims to
“revenge your sheikh,”

more than justify an analysis of Rahman’s role
in bin Laden’s life story. Scheuer’s failure to
provide that analysis can only be seen as an
evasion.

The driving principle behind Scheuer’s bin
Laden narrative is the argument that the “sta-
tus quo U.S. foreign policy generates Islamist
insurgents faster than they can be killed” and
that only a change in that foreign policy can
change the situation. But again Scheuer is se-
lective in his evidence. A glance at bin Laden’s
2002 diatribe, “Why We Are Fighting You,”
shows that foreign policy is indeed a problem,
for the polemic focuses about half of its atten-
tion on U.S. foreign policy, especially vis-à-
vis the Israeli-Arab conflict. But the other half
is devoted to matters that touch at the core of
America, matters such as personal freedom,
which bin Laden sees as our insufficient sub-
mission to God, the fact that Americans “sepa-
rate religion from your policies,” and U.S. law’s
refusal to prosecute people for “immoral acts
of fornication, homosexuality, intoxicants, gam-
bling, and usury.” He complains that women
in America are allowed to work and that sex is
sold and traded “under the name of ‘art, enter-
tainment, tourism, and freedom.’” All of these
complaints and others add up to bin Laden’s
lament that America is “the worst civilization
witnessed in the history of mankind.” The only
solution he offers is that Americans convert:
“The first thing we are calling you to is Islam.”
Scheuer seems earnestly to believe that a
change in U.S. foreign policy will end al-
Qaeda’s war, but he arrives at that conclusion
by selectively focusing on parts of bin Laden’s
program while ignoring others that do not fit
his narrative. Sometimes he allows this stance
to blind him to reality as when he claims of bin
Laden’s jihad: “The war is being fought, for
now, only on Muslim territory.”

The most significant addition
to the bin Laden story will
come with the release of the
treasure-trove of information
from his Abbotabad hideout.

17  New York: Doubleday, 2007.
18  The New York Times, July 22, 1993.
19  Time Magazine, July 5, 1993.

cover-to-cover (which
Scheuer acknowledges as
an important but incom-
plete text) knows that both
bin Laden and Zawahiri
have taken great pains to
disguise as defensive their
plainly offensive jihad. Nonetheless, Scheuer
accepts bin Laden’s jihad as a defensive one
largely due to the latter’s portrayal of a U.S.
presence in Saudi Arabia (beginning with Desert
Shield in August 1990) as an “occupation.”

An honest historical evaluation recognizes
that both Desert Shield and Desert Storm saved
“the land of the two holy sites” from what
would have been a genuinely brutal Iraqi occu-
pation, like the one experienced by Kuwait.
Subsequent arms and training deals cut be-
tween the Saudis and the administrations of
George H.W. Bush, Bill Clinton, and George W.
Bush were mutual agreements between two
sovereign nations. Bin Laden’s failure to se-
cure the job that the Saudi royal family ulti-
mately entrusted to the U.S. government
caused him to portray the relationship between
Washington and Riyadh as an occupation:
Scheuer should know better.

Perhaps the biggest disappointment in the
book concerns the “Blind Sheikh” Omar Abdel
Rahman. He was central to the foundation of
the so-called Services Bureau (Maktab al-
Khidamat or MAK) and then to its takeover
after the assassinations of first Abdullah Azzam
and then of Mustafa Shalabi, whom Azzam se-
lected to run the Alkifah Center in Brooklyn—
MAK’s most important hub. Scheuer’s work at
the CIA presumably put him in a position to
know something about the disastrous and per-
plexing decisions of the U.S. government to
admit Rahman at least three times (in 1986, 1987,
and 1990)18 followed by the catastrophic deci-
sion to grant him a green card in 199119—de-
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CONCLUSION

Omar and Najwa bin Laden, as participants
in the life and history of Osama bin Laden, are
able to tell us about their subject through their
firsthand dealings with him, relying on their
memories rather than research. Lawrence Wright
is a storyteller whose sweeping narrative omits
and ignores much in the interest of crafting a
coherent portrayal of four different lives, span-
ning decades and continents, producing a work
of art and of artifice. But Michael Scheuer is all
three: a skilled analyst and historian, a capable
storyteller, and a participant in the events of
bin Laden’s life out to set the record straight.

The future of what may come to be known
as “bin Laden studies” and the legacy of the
man are still in question. Scheuer’s is the most
recent biography with all subsequent books
likely focusing on the hunt for and killing of bin
Laden. And while it is too early to tell what the
postmortem biographies will look like (none was
available at this writing), it is likely that some
will downplay and diminish the role of bin Laden
and al-Qaeda, depicting the United States,
Saudi Arabia, the Taliban, or some other na-
tion-state or non-state entity as the more im-
portant force that pushed bin Laden onto the

20  Mark Owen, No Easy Day: The Firsthand Account of the
Mission That Killed Osama Bin Laden (New York: Dutton
Adult, 2012), p. 247.
21  CNN News, May 4, 2012.
22  CBS News, May 14, 2011.

world stage while others will elevate and exag-
gerate the role of bin Laden and al-Qaeda. Still
others will claim bin Laden was never killed in
May 2011 at all. One wonders how Hollywood
will present him in the bio-pics that are sure to
come.

The most significant addition to the story
will come with the declassification and release
of the treasure-trove of information removed
from bin Laden’s dingy hideout in Abbotabad.20

Thus far of the dozens of hard-drives, thumb-
drives, lap-tops and disks removed by the Navy
SEALs, a mere seventeen documents have been
made available to West Point’s Counter Terror-
ism Center.21 Over time that data will be re-
leased, and it will be invaluable to future bin
Laden biographers, assuming it consists of
more than bin Laden’s pornography stash22 and
his collection of self-indulgent videos, like the
one released on May 7, 2011, of a grey-haired
bin Laden squatting in front of a television
watching videos of himself.

Saudi Women Want Segregated Sea
An increasing number of Saudi women scuba divers want designated areas to dive in the Red Sea to avoid
the obstacles they face when trying to obtain a permit for a diving trip. The Saudi coast guard does not
permit women to dive without mahrams (male guardians).

Diving coach Fuad Azmerli said it is difficult for women to practice diving since they do not have
their own areas where they can dive freely, privately, and without a mahram. Women divers also deal
with transportation issues since most coaching centers that welcome women are in remote areas where
they can provide privacy, Riham al-Qhadi, another licensed coach, added.

Azmerli said it is important to create clubs and centers specifically for women divers to provide
them with the surroundings they require. Implementing regulations for women diving would support
the sport in Jeddah, especially since there are many women who beat experienced men in terms of skills,
she said.

SyndiGate.info (Amman), Feb. 11, 2013


